Probing the Emission Zone Length in Organic Light Emitting Diodes via Photoluminescence and Electroluminescence Degradation Analysis.
The understanding and control of the emission zone in organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) is crucial to the device operational stability. Using the photoluminescence and electroluminescence degradation data, we have developed a modeling methodology to quantitatively determine the length of the emission zone and correlate that with the degradation mechanism. We first validate the modeling results by studying the emitter concentration effect on operational stability of devices using the well-studied thermal activated delayed fluorescent (TADF) emitter (4s,6s)-2,4,5,6-tetra(9H-carbazol-9-yl)isophthalonitrile (4CzIPN), and our results are consistent with previous published data. We further applied this methodology to study the emitter concentration effect using another TADF emitter, 4-carbazolyl-2-methylisoindole-1,3-dione (dopant 1). The results show that the emission zone of the dopant 1 devices is narrower than the 4CzIPN device, leading to faster degradation. While a higher emitter concentration does not result in widening of the emission zone, we were able to widen the emission zone and hence extend the device lifetime using a mixed host.